























































chord on his bass 
guitar Monday af-
ternoon. The 
19-year -old art major is 
Ken P 
























group  formed to monitor the 
content of university lectures for 
lib-
eral bias, Accuracy In Academia, is 
appearing on the SJSU campus and 
others across the nation this fall. 
AIA Executive
 Director Les 
Csorba  said AIA has received 
letters 
from students, 
including  two from 
SJSU students, complaining that 
pro-
fessors
 have sought to indoctrinate 
them with their political viewpoints. 
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ported  in a 
1982
 U.S. News








 be cut by 
state
 
By Tyrone van Hooydonk 
Daily staff
 writer 
The SJSU Open University pro-
gram may lose from $85,000 to $135,-
000 because of a 
budget  cut initiated 
by the 
California Department of Fi-
nance 
and placed in the governor's
 
budget, said program 
director  Rob-
ert Donovan. 
The programs throughout the 
California
 State 
University  system 
must 
deal with a 
combined  loss of 
$986,000.
 







































































 on which they
 made their 
recommendations
 were shown 
( by 
the CSU Chancellor's
 office) to be 
false  and incorrect, 
they  went ahead  
with it 




 the governor's budget, 
" 
Donovan said. 
The California Legislature was 
informed of the false assumption and 
recommended that $2 million of 
money not 
expended from the pre-
vious year's budget be used in place 
of the 
reimbursement
 , he said. 
However,  when the budget was 
passed by the 
legislature in June and 
sent to Deukmejian,
 the governor 
noted that 
$866,000
 was placed in his 
budget









-expended  funds reimburse-
ment by 







put back into 
the  general 
fund, 













By Herb Muktarian 
Daily  staff
 writer 
SJSU Housing Director Willie Brown said Monday 
that the
 installation of blue-light emergency phones in 
Spartan City and Spartan 
Village




 purchasing materials for the phones," 
Brown said. "In fact, we should be picking up the rest of 
the materials today. We needed to get the phones and the 
standards to put them on." 
In a letter  last spring to Brown, Spartan City resi-
dents listed about 90 thefts or attempted thefts, occuring 
in the past one and one-half years, including bikes, cars 
and laundry. 
The residents of the family housing facility, located 
across from Spartan Stadium, asked that security patrols 
be 
increased,  blue -light emergency phones be installed 
and building lighting be improved. 
Last spring, Brown said blue -light 
phones
 were to be 
installed in Spartan City in the fall. 
Brown said that some moderate changes have been 
made in building lighting, 
after  consultation with UPD. 
"We have changed the type of bulb being used in the out-
side standards. Previously, a high -wattage indoor bulb 
was being used. We are now using floodlights," he said.
 
"This has changed the lighting without disturbing the 
people living in the complex," Brown added. 
Interim Police Chief Maurice 
Jones said Friday, 
"We've increased foot patrols in the area. We held one 
meeting with residents over there spring semester, and 
we have more scheduled for this coming semester.
 
"Blue -light phones are 
in
 the process of being in-
stalled. I talked to Willie Brown last week
 and he said his 
maintenance people are 
in
 the process," Jones said. 
Ed Anderson. university police administrative 
staff  
officer, said 
Thursday,  "We always patrol the area. We 
patrol Spartan City several times a day, seen or 
not.'
 
Associate Housing Director Charlene Chew said secu-
rity patrols from 
UPD will be going to Spartan City on a 
regular basis, and that blue light phones will be installed 
fall semester. 
UPD investigator Terry Edel said Monday she has 
gone to Spartan City and given talks on neighborhood 
watch programs. 
"We
 did a 
couple
 last spring arid did one at the begin-
ning of summer since so many of the students stay 
here  
during the 
summer,"  she said. 
Edel added the residents can watch 
their  neighbor's 
apartment  while on vacation. 
"We encourage them to 
get to know their neighbors 
and exchange phone 
numbers,"  she said. She also said 
that this 
enables
 them local] if something seems wrong. 
"We basically are encouraging them to become more 
familiar with their neighbors and having them make 
sure  
continued 
on page 5 
Director  
seeks
 Rec Center 
funds  
By David Wenstrom 
Daily staff 
writer  
Funding for the proposed $21 mil-
lion Recreation and Events Center 
may get a boost from SJSU's new uni-
versity director of fund development, 
Dr.
 Robert Ring. 
The Rec Center, which will in-
clude  recreation 
facilities, a 5,500-
seat events center, and an aquatics 
center with 
Olympic -size pool, will be 
funded mainly through 
student fees 
and revenue.
 Contributions from out-
side sources will 
provide  additional 
funding. 
Ring,






asked him to 








 knew there 
might  be special 
additional
 needs for 
funds,"  he said. 
Ring said 
he has met 
with  rep-
resentatives














 of fund 
development  
& 
Barker,  the architectural firm de-
signing  the Rec Center. On June 16, 
they discussed components of the 
Rec Center that might lend them-




















multi -purpose rooms. 
"It's got to be 
some pretty sub-




 certain levels. If 
you  want your name 
attached  to this 
part or that 
part,  you'd donate a 
cer-
tain amount. 
"You  attach a figure to these
 va-
rious areas based
 on desirability. The 
main
 entry court is much
 more desir-
able than 
a weight room." 
Ring hopes 
to
 create a memorial 
or gift opportunity




 would list areas
 of the Rec 
Cen-
ter 
available  for 
donations and
 
possibly  include a 
donation  price 
scale.  
"There's a 
maxim in fund raising 
that says 
people give to 
promising
 



























April, but a 
number





























 board passed a budget 
amendment 
which will restore some of the funding cut by last 




Last year's board upheld the Revised Auto-
matic Funding Initiative, which requires seven 
campus groups automatically be funded 25 per-
cent of the budget, leaving some groups with 
zero allocations.
 YESS officers took heat from 
campus 
organizations, such as the Women's 
Center and
 the PanAfrican Student Union, which 
received
















slashing of their funds," 
A.S.  President Erin 0' 
Doherty said. "We
 set about amending 
this in 
the best 
way  we could." 
"The original 1985-86 budget had shown nu-
merous cuts in A.S. operations and lack of sup-
port for student groups and 
services,"  said A.S. 
Controller Gabriel Miramontes. "We passed a 
budget amendment 
that  was designed to com-
pensate for some of the shortcomings." 
A key factor in the new Board's benevolence 
may have 
been
 a $35,000 donation from Spartan 
Shops. The money was 
earmarked  for produc-
tion of 
a yearbook and typing 
services,  but the 
projects were 
never  approved by 
the University 
Director of Business
 Affairs . according 
to Mira-
montes. 
"The two projects 
showed  no projected in-
come  and a lack of 
market  studies." Mira-
montes  said. 
Instead,
 the current board opted to 
distrib-
ute the























PASU,  and Students
 for Peace 
will  all receive 
$750
 in the 
new  budget . 
Escencia  will 




 the phasing 
out of the 
A.S. BASS 









BASS  outlet was cut
 by BASS itself," 
Miramontes
 said, 




the  plug 
in 
June  and our 
board con-
curred on 
that decision " 
The new 
board  has also elected to restore 
funding
 for AS. executive 
salaries,




been  cut. 62,430 
00
 will be available
 
for the A.S. President, Vice 
President,
 and Con-
troller. Their stipends will he $390 per month 
for 
nine months. Partial funding will also be re-
stored for A.S. legislative salaries 
The A.S. Public Relations
 will see an addi-
continued
 on 
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 TRADITION of 
fine football faces 
challenges
 on at least two fronts this 
year. If home field Spartan Stadium is 
not 
equipped
 with 30,000 seats by the time of the 
home 
opener
 against New Mexico 
State  Sept. 
7, the team could lose its National Collegiate
 
Athletic
 Association Division IA status.
 And if 




 could be the same. 
To maintain
 Division IA status, teams' 
home  fields must 
have a minimum 
of 30,000 
seats and average
 at least 17,000 fans at 
home, 
or draw
 an average of 20,000
 fans to home and 
away games.
 The Spartans have
 fallen short 
in both categories
 and only maintain
 their sta-
tus because more than




 rivals meet 
the 
standards.  
We wonder why, in an area almost crazed 
with 
football  fever over the 49ers, there is 
such a lack of support for the Spartans. Gill 
Byrd, Steve DeBerg, Gerald Will-
hite and Ed Luther are only a few of the for-
mer Spartans to go big-time. The cost of tick-
ets is certainly reasonable
 enough at $2 per 
seat. 
On the other 
hand,  we know that many 
people don't think football is very important to 
them in their effort to get an education. 
But 
there is a very real publicity value that 
ac-
crues to the university as a result of 
the foot-
ball program. A strong team can 
help  attract 
the interest of influential people with re-
sources  the university can use. Potential stu-
dents  even non -athletes  
may consider the 
school spirit when deciding whether to attend 
SJSU.
 Factors such as these will bring in 
more money for the university  and thus en-
hance educational benefits. 
In an effort to boost attendance to the 
needed levels, Lynn Eilefson, director of 
men's athletics, has organized the "Gold 
Rush"  a promotional plan to inspire stu-
dents and the 
community  to support the Spar-
tans by raising school spirit. Eilefson and his 
staff began work in January on the Gold Rush, 
seeking corporate sponsors and the support of 








 given his 
past  
performance




























 but we hope




of the Gold Rush 
campaign,  each 
SJSU 
student has been sent a 
coupon  re-
deemable for a 
free
 ticket to the first home
 
game. Gold 








Unless fans want to go out to the 
stadium
 
and volunteer their services to the workers, 
there is little any of us can do to speed up the 
construction of Spartan Stadium. But 
many, 
or most, of 
us can manage to find a few hours 
to support
 the team. 






























































































































seems  to be 





 single -item 
pizza sandwiches
 
cost  $2.50.  
This
 year they 
cost $2.75, but
 are less than
 half 
 the size. 
What gives? 
Inflation  isn't 
that  bad! 
Sure, parking is now 75 cents, but the space is still the 
same size. Or will this 















 my arm hesitated 
slightly as 
it reached its 




 heavily on top 
of the buzzing 
alarm.  After three
 
months
 of relatives, 
beaches,  and television
 re -runs. sum-
mer 
had ended with a 
dull  thud. 
To people 
working in the "real" 
world, the change of 
seasons
 will pass with hardly a 
thought. To them it 
merely
 means a switch from 
convertibles  to coupes and a 
pushing 
up
 of the thermostat at home. 
But to those 
involved with education, the autumnal 
equinox is something best approached carefully
 and with 
respect. The pitfalls for the unwary are like jungle 
snares. waiting for just the slightest touch
 before snap-
ping shut on their prey. 
Picture the innocent student (soon to be known as the 
cynical 
student)
 approaching school following the sum-
mer break. Walking towards the campus, perhaps whis-
tling softly to himself a la Mayberry R.F.D's Opie Taylor. 

































across  the 



















































































particular snare, but others lie ahead that would 










as the money -hungry 
shark,  is a predator nearly impossi-
ble  to avoid. Lurking around various 
cash
 registers on 
campus. this 
dangerous
 creature will lash out randomly, 
mauling the 
unsuspecting and often 

























































 injury in that 





-handling  areas such as the cashier's
 office 
and  the campus bookstore 




 be steered clear of,




 natural enemy, the 













should  be 



















his  first prey























The daily grind 
of
 classes for the anxiety of skipping 
classes, if 
that's
 your style) is coming back into the lives 
of students with all of the subtlety 
of Lizzie Borden at a 
Ladies Club 
tea.
 Although if you watch your step you may
 
come through unscathed, don't 
count  on it --it doesn't hap-
pen  often.. 
Summer officially ends sometime in the middle of 
September. But for students, educators and administra-
tors fall may as well begin now.
 It's back to work as ev-
tryone returns to school


























is the song of 
the  olive -sided 
nuthatch. 
a drab little bird 
that
 flits among the 
trees  
of the Sierra Nevada 
in the summer. It 
must
 be a 
faint-hearted 
critter  indeed if, in 
the
 face of such a 
simple 
task as hatching nuts,
 or whatever, the 
bird
 
feels  the need to 
bolster




 of the thoughts 
that chirped 
happily in 
my mind on the long 
ride down from 
Lassen  Volcanic National
 Park to San Jose. For 
the 
past 10 days.
 very few significant 
thoughts  wormed 
into
 my psyche. For 10 days. 
almost  all thoughts of 




dwindling  bank accounts, troubles 
in Africa, and the 




vanished in the thin, clean 
mountain air. 
As we descended 
into  the Central Valley on the 
way home, my spirits began to fall a little, too. How 
long can the bobcat last,
 I thought, when so few 
people 
appreciate  the value of wilderness. I 
recalled
 
the night, several years earlier, before
 a trip down 
the American River, when several
 acquaintances 
and I were
 out on the porch of a mobile home nestled 
into the riverbank above Meatgrinder, a difficult 
and beautiful stretch of white 
water.  
I was 
dismayed  that night to find among these 
"outdoor enthusiasts" many who felt "the goddam 
environmentalists" had already tied up too much 
land. There is a wealth  of timber, minerals and 
petroleum tied up in federally protected 
lands that, 
if exploited, could improve the 
quality of life for all 
Americans,
 they said. Only an elite few ever benefit 
from wilderness, they complained. 
Nobody was persuaded by arguments that 
protected lands such as national parks and 
wildernesses help maintain stocks of resources for 
future Americans, nor by 
pointing
 out that wild 
ecosystems play a vital role in the clean air and 
water we all need. These people saw no problem 
with our values as a society, as reflected in the fact 
that 1 percent of U.S. land is protected, while 4 
percent is paved. 
THE
 TWO OF US who had defended the 
protection of land soon noticed the faint but 
unmistakable  withdrawal of the possibility of 
true I riendship with our river -running companions. 
The adage about not talking politics seems to have 
shown itself as true once again. Unfortunately, 
avoiding such talk only makes problems
 worse when 
they must finally be confronted. 
During the trip back from Mount 
Lassen.
 the 
sizzling afternoon had simmered down to a warm 
but comfortable evening. As we approached Silicon 
Valley, my friend and I had been silent for quite 
sometime, each of us, no doubt, thinking how much 
we wish we could 
have
 stayed away from 
civilization for a while longer. From 1-680 
in
 
Milpitas, the entire valley twinkled in the 
darkness 
below. Even as I grudgingly admitted 
the beauty of 
the 
jewel-like  panorama, our noses and 
eyes 
protested the presence 
of the dirty air by burning 
sensations. We were shocked,
 as we always are on 
such occasions
 to realize that we live in 
such 
conditions almost constantly.
 It's the price of 
America's twin 




It occurred to 
me
 that it would seem more 
appropriate if the olive -sided 
nuthatch  lived in the 
city 
with its street -wise cousin, the pigeon. It would 
then blurt out what many of us city -dwellers 
feel at 
the end
 of a long and harried day. 
"Quick!
 Three 
beers!  Quick! Three beers!" 
C. 
Martin  Carroll
 is editor of the
 
forum  page 
His column


























































































with  the 




Taste  is 
Our 
















 work with a 
big na-
tional client," Clyde Lawrence, SJSU 
adver-
tising professor said.
 "The exposure is really 
important. It opens all kinds of doors and job 
interviews." 
The team, who called 
themselves  "Justin 
Tyme," was the first SJSU ad team to win at 
the national finals. They also won the re-
gional division held in Monterey last April. 
According to Lawrence, SJSU usually wins 
the regionals, w hich makes a team eligible 
for the national
 division. 
Only five of the members presented the 
program to judges. 
They  were Carole 
Update  
stays



































KTEH  had an emer-
gency  fund-raiser
 in order to 
replace  
the  money 
lost





aided  in the 
event. KTEH
 will only 
guarantee 
the broadcast 
for  the se-
mester  because its 
budget  is still lim-
ited. 
"I 






think it's a worthwhile 
pro-
gram," said 
George  Sampson, conti-




broadcasting  instructor at 
SJSU. 
"The  decision to carry the pro-
gram doesn't have 






had been told 
the
 county would gradually phase 
funding out over 
the next 10 years. 
KTEH Development Manager 
Laurie Mueller said, "They took care
 
of tO years in one year." The 
station
 
is hoping to offset 
the county budget 
cut by the 
community's  support, 
Mueller 
said. 
"To give you a perspective right 
now, the county 
office this year will 
be providing 12 percent (opposed to 
33 percent) of our budget, where 
the  
community
 will be providing 72 per-
cent," she said. 
The first broadcast is 
scheduled
 
for Sept. 16, Update News Adviser 
Darla Belshe said she is glad that Up-
date can still broadcast

















their  work 
is 
going  to 
be





 an extra 
effort to 
be 
















 staff writer 
Student
 Union 

















































wants  to 
apply. 
"Although  in any 
given year 
there are only two 
or
 three (at -large 
positions) 
available,  generally be-
cause they 
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According to Barrett, 
require-
ments
 for the position consists of two 
major factors
  a class schedule that 
does not conflict with the 
bi-monthly  
board  meetings, and a 
genuine
 inter-
est  in the board and its issues. 
"The
 students really have no spe-
cific requirements other than a will-
ingness to serve two 
years  and a 
schedule that allows 
them  to have 
Tuesday afternoons free at 3:30 p.m.
 



















 and any ex-
pansions or new
 facilities. 
With regard to the faculty  ad-
ministration side of the board, three 
positions remain open: union full-
time
 staff member,  
faculty,  and non -
university representative. 
















Thomas,  Carol 




 and Bryan 
Harden  The other 
four 
members  of the 




Remender,  Chris 





 on the 
number 
one 
































grounds and received a plaque and five of the 
members were awarded 
with pewter mugs 
and clock radios.
 Remender said only the five 
presenters received the material awards 
be-
cause the federation 
only
 sponsors five pre-
senters
 to attend the competition The re-
maining four members raised money from 
other advertising 
agencies  and clubs. They 
also 
received 81,000 from Associated Stu-
dents. 
The competition's sponsor, the J Walter 
Thompson Advertising Agency, Burger 
King's advertising agency, also awarded 
the 
entire  winning team 













at the theater. 
If winning 


























prize  winner. 
"These were winners." Lawrence said. 








By Julie Tilsner 



























































































































































Students from all areas of 
study  
are selected on 
the basis of their 
personality and 
performing  ability, 
Chen said. Each 
academic depart-
ment of each school 
sends  their one 
choice to the
 national finals where 
the lucky few are chosen. 
"It's 
overwhelming  how many 
students are interested in this," 
Chen said. 
Last year's Bay 
Area perfor-
mances were
 held at Stanford Uni-
versity
 and UC Berkeley. Chen said 
their presentation was a 
huge suc-
cess, 







Mission  will 
perform 
hopes that the larger
 seating capac-
ity of Morris Daily Auditorium
 will 












































 to the Daily 
and 
cultural Chinese













Tickets are now on sale in the 
Associated Students Business Of-
fice for 85, or $6 at the door. 
The itinerary for the show is: 
 A nation of Courtesy and Gen-
erosity  Gorgeous celestials, 




 of Soldiers  
Fighting
 skills with 
flags,
 swords, 
spears, shields and sticks. 
 The Voice 
of China  Folk 
dances, 
folk
 songs, and 
musical  in-
struments from all 
over China. 
 In Praise 
of Youth  
The  me-
lodies of 
Chinese  campus 
folk songs 
and  lively dances. 
 Songs 
of


















Union  Games Area, 
open
 for bowling, 
video games 
and  snacks, is 
scheduled  
for 












tables,  a new 
snack  area for 
spectators who 
wish to watch 
bowling 







amphitheater,  and 
though  open at 
all times, 
will be used 
specifically 
when
 the other 




































after  college 
One 















 Air Force 
ROTC  
As 

























































































 to a great way 
of lift'
 




Recreation  Director, 
the games 
area will 










area, along with 
the  rest of the 
S.U. will close
 at 11 p.m. 
instead of 
the  usual closing 
time










8:30  a T1 to
 1 
a.m., 
Saturday noon tot a.m., Sunday noon 
to midnight and Monday noon to mid-
night.
 
Last May. the S.U. Board of Di-
rectors tabled the proposal for the re-
modeling of the 
games  area due to a 
lack of information. Two weeks later. 
after 
further  meetings with the 
ar-
chitect, 




"Except for a few changes
 for 
the fire 
marshall,  everything is the 
same as the proposed plan," S.U. 
Di-
rector Ron 
Barrett  said. "We just 
made some 
structural  modifications: 
wiring, height of a wall and 
the addi-
tion of a door." 




 well within the budget al-
lotted by 

























































































































By Michelle King 
Daily staff
 writer 
The flow of students 
at
 Program 
Adjustment  Day last Thursday went 
"smoothly" although there was a 
new 
high of 9,000 students who went 
through the registration, compared 
to 
7,500 last fall. 
The increase was attributed
 to a 
new high 
of 10,000 students being ac-
cepted at SJSU this semester. 
Usually 8,000 to 9,000 are accepted. 
"Everything went pretty 
smoothly," 
said  Linda Harris, assis-
tant director of admissions, "al-
though we did have a few students 
who started a fight at the doors  be-
cause they thought they shouldn't 
have to wait for their scheduled 
time." 
This was the second semester 
when group times were scheduled by 
descending class level and  last name 
letter groups, Harris said. This order 
is in accord wih the Academic Senate 
Policy, and gives a fair chance to 
continuing students who didn't go 
through the Computer Assisted Reg-
istration (CAR). 
"Before this new system, these 
'We did 



















students  were almost penalized be-
cause they 
couldn't come until the 
end of the day," 
Harris  said. 
About 30 percent of students who 
register through
 CAR don't get their 
full schedules, Harris 
said.  Part of 
the reason for this, besides classes 
being filled up, has something to do 
wih the computer system. 
If an alternate 
class  is the same 










 it up, Harris
 said. So if a 
certain 
class  is needed, 
and  a student can 
at 
tend more than one section, all 
sec 
lions should 
be listed on the regular 
schedule. 
"We tend to discourage students 
from using 
the alternate grid because 
of this," Harris said. 
"The system 
isn't easy to change, because it's the 
one used by the 
whole  California 
State University system." 
Some of the longest lines in the 
gym were behind 
computer  science, 
electrical engineering, industrial
 
management, materials and man-
agement, and math. 
"I registered
 for two classes in 
computer science and 
they're both 
full," said sophomore Trong
 Nguyen, 
a computer science major who didn't 
receive his full schedule. "Hopefully, 
I'll get something." 
Department classes that tradi-
tionally fill up fast are those in busi-
ness, engineering, and 
some
 of the 
general requirement courses in hu-
manities,
 Harris said. 





wasn't that busy, 
because  the classes 
are 
usually  90 percent full before 
Pro-
cram Adjust men) Day. 
"Our students usually pre-regis-
ter. because they 









 were filled 
early. Humanities 190 was 
alread
 
closed by 1 
p.m.  before the juniors, 
sophomores  and freshman
 came in. 
said Humanities Dept. Chairman
 
Rex Burbank. 
Senior Yolanda Ross missed
 out 
on that 
class. Her major is in liberal 
studies 
wih a teaching 
credential. 
"I've  gotten all of my classes but 
that one" I'm on the waiting list," 
she said. "From what I've heard, the 
people who graduate 
first  this se-



















gym  floor 
with  the 
rest
 of the 
crowd. 
"I had no 
problems this year," 
said the child development/social 
science major. "It's the first time all 













When the chairperson of the 
SJSU Nursing Department resigned 
last December. 
Dr. Virgil Parsons, 
then the department's graduate coor-
dinator, decided that he needed a 
change of pace and applied for the
 po-
sition. 
"I had done a lot of things in the 
department," Parsons said. "This 
job was one of the things left that pre-
sented a challenge." 
Parsons took
 over as chairperson 
on Jan. 1, 1985. His 
predecessor.  
Jeannine
 Greenfield, left SJSU to 
work at the National League for 
Nursing in New York. 
Parsons has been on the 
SJSU 
nursing faculty 









 by his lawyer 
as "a 
very gentle guy," 
pleaded
 inno-
cent  Monday to 




to death with 




















 of Muriel 
Barnett. 
79, 
who  was found
 dead last 
Monday  
in a 




Star off the 
coast of 
Washington.  
The  ship had 
Just left
 Victoria. B.C.,
 on the last leg 
of an 
11 -day round 
trip from San 
Francisco. 
Authorities  say she was
 hit on the 
head  with one or 
more  liquor bottles,
 
and that blood was found
 on Frisbee's 
robe.  Frisbee, who has described 
his 
relationship 
to Mrs. Barnett as 
"mother and son," 
was to inherit 
8250,000  in 
her will. 
Frisbee, who has been in 
jail
 
since the ship docked in San Fran-
cisco 
last Wednesday, pleaded inno-
cent Monday before U.S. Magistrate 
Claudia Wilken, who scheduled 
a 














































































tor from 1979 to 1981 and its graduhte 
coordinator from 1931 to 1984. In addi-
tion to his duties as chairperson, Par-
sons continues to teach courses in 
community  health nursing. 
"(My job is) about 70 percent ad-
ministrative and 30 percent teach-
ing," 
Parsons said. 
As chairperson, Parson rep-
resents the SJSU Nursing Depart-




tains relations with community hos-
pitals and health care agencies to ob-
tain jobs for nursing graduates. 
"(I'm) letting 
what we do be 
known
 to (the community),"  Parsons 
said. 




 with an agency,
 Parsons 
contacts the 
employer for an 
evalua-




 of the feedback
 he re-
ceives is positive. 
"(The 
department  is) very re-
spected in the 
community  among the 
people who




 that he is 
not planning
 any major 
changes  in di-














































































































































"I'm  very proud of our 
depart-
ment," Kuhl said. "We 
have a lot to 
offer. We have
 an excellent reputa-
tion on and off campus in the area of 
law enforcement." 
Kuhl is nationally recognized as 
an expert in the area of 
family
 vio-
lence, which includes' the "preven-
tion, intervention, and study or' rape 
and related sexual assaults. In addi-
tion to her duties at SJSU, Kuhl 
works for the 
courts  as a forensic 
psychologist. She recently testified 
for the prosectution in 
the Bowen 
case,
 in which Richard Bowen was 
convicted for the attempted murder 
of  his wife. 
Kuhl joined the SJSU 
Adminis-
tration of Justice faculty in 1981. 
When Jack Kurkendell resigned as 
department chairperson in Decem-
ber, 1984, she shared the job with 
Harry Allen. Kuhl became full chair-
person earlier this month. 
"I was 
the  first 





 in our de-
partment,"
 Kuhl 

































 No Per Check 
Charge 
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"UPD did a couple of pro-






residents  to report
 
incidents. That was
 part of the 
problem. 
No











couraged to file a 
report with 
UPD.  
"UPD can then 





















Chew said there is also talk 
about installing a different  lock 
system at Spartan 
City.  Edel said 
she had heard rumors of a new 
lock system. 
Student
 Leticia Gonzales said 
that 69 of the thefts went
 unre-
ported 
because many times resi-
dents scared off the intruder or 
caught teenagers
 in the act, and 
let 
them
 go after a scolding. 
Brown
 said he was







unreported  to 
UPD, 
and he 
was  only aware 
of a rumor 
of 
thefts  at the 
complex.  
Brown said 
he was not sure 
why blue -light phones had never 
been installed at Spartan City be-
cause the phones were installed on 
campus before 
he





adjusts  A.S. 
budget  
continued from page I 
tional 
$3,825.00,  restoring its 
level of 





tival will get $1,000, also returning it 
to its '84-85 level. 
Black History 
Month  was given 
$2,000,  an 
increase
 from 20 percent
 to 
60 
percent of the '84-85 allocation. 
Funding for permanent A.S.
 em-
ployees to attend classes was
 set at 
$2,003. KSJS has been 
given  $12,500 
and the Music  
Department  $15,000. 







 the new  budget. 
O'Doherty and 
the  U.S. party plan 
to 
set up a 
committee that
 would he 
made up of a 
coalition  of student 
groups.  
"I believe the




 up the channels of 
com-
munication between






"Input  from the 
student  body is 


















continued  from page I 
Donovan
 said that
 the Open University pro-
gram is not underwritten by the general fund and 
that the student fees cover all costs. 
Not only is the state paying 
nothing, it is actu-
ally benefitting from the program and "probably 
saves some millions of dollars," he said. 
Open University students are not counted as 
part of the enrollment levels which 
determine  the 
amount of state funding a campus receives. Dono-
van said the state pays approximately $5,000 per 
full-time student. 
Since there were about 5,000 
Open  University 
students during the 1984-85 year, and they are only 
part-time students, their combined credit unit 
hours equalled 579 full-time enrolled students. 
"The income from 



































 funds based 
on the 
number
 of Open 




departments  at SJSU received
 $584,281 
last year from 







 went to the 
Instructional Re-
source 
Center,  Donovan said.
 
"The 
departments  desperately 
need
 that in-
come because the 




 is totally inadequate,"
 he said. "Most
 de-
partments use the 
state allocations for these
 items 
in the first 
six months of the year. 
Open University 
funds
 they receive make
 up for this" 
Donovan 
said
 that he does not expect
 any se-




program  was started 
in 1972 and offers 
lower and 










admitted  to the university
 
but  do receive 
credit









from page I 
people like 
to invest in 
winners,  aan 
fling 









 is  also working
 on other 
funding 
projects,
 such as the 
expan-
sion and renovation
 of the Engi-
neering 
building.  
He said one 
of
 his first priorities, 






 need to get the records
 orga 
nized first so 
we
 can contact the 
alumni,"





approach  alumni." 
Ring said he 





tem.  The system could 
keep track of 
alumni,




"When you're dealing with a data 
base of 80,000, I 
believe
 it's important 
to have 
promptness  and efficiency." 
Other funding for the 
center will 
come from 
contributions  from Spar -
Schematic 
sketching





tan Shops, nonprofit 
operators  










on campus. Controller for 
Spartan
 Shops 








 to the 
Rev 
director, said. "It wouldn't surprise Center so far. 
me if, by the 
time
 it opens, Spartan 
The money 
comes from a per -
Daily  0 
eentage of surplus profits for Spartan 
Shops and 
collects interest. 
Of these profits, $25,000, indexed 
to inflation, goes to the Student 
Union. 
Of
 the remaining profit, 70 
percent is 
contributed







continued from page 1 
"The task of Marxist professors 
across the country," said Csorba, "is 
to make revolution and overthrow the 
U.S. government. AIA is really de-
signed to pass information on to pub-
lic taxpayers and the general Ameri-
can public about what professors are 
saying to students. 
The Vietnamese Student Associa-
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focus  at 
Varian.






















































Varian's San Jose State Campus 
Manager will discuss professional op-
portunities at our slide presentation on: 
Thursday, October 17, 1985 
12:30 p.m. in Engineering Bldg. 
Room 121.
 
All are welcome! 
Please  sign up now for 
on -campus interviews to be held on: 
Tuesday, October
 22. 
Contact your Placement Office for 
more 
Information.  We are an equal op-




 at Varian and 





Relations, 611 Hansen Way, F-140-NWS, Palo Alto, California 94303 
SJSU student organizations: Timo-
thy Kincaid of College Republicans: 
Steven Cressy of Students for Amer-
ica; and Michael Schneider of Your 
Effective Student Support, had no 




 AIA's objectives. 
"They're not interested in accu-
racy in academia  
they're inter-
ested in 
intimidating  people who dis-
agree with them,-
 Eakins said. 
"Their function is to harass left wing. 
Marxist groups. 
"They  intend to 
stifle  opinion 
whether it be 
right wing, left 
wing
 or 
center.  It is a threat 
to democracy, 
which is the 
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toppings
 on a perfect gold 




 or less. 
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exists,  although neither fore-
sees its realization. 
"Accuracy In Academia types." 
Kurzweill said, 
"really don't have 
any kind of leg to stand 
on. My expec-
tation is that the university 
adminis-
tration will understand and 
charac-
terize these kinds
 of attempts as 
efforts to undermine academic
 free-
dom and will set an atmosphere on 
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Beef.  Green Peppers, Ham 
Double 
Cheese,  Pepperoni, 





Extra Thick Crust 
12" pizza $ .85 per item 
16"
 pizza $1.25 per item 












subject  to sales tax 
Our 
drivers do not carry 
more than 
$10.00.  
Limited delivery areas. 
' 1984 Dominos Pizza. Inc 




any  pizza! 
One coupon per pizza. 
Expires: September 8, 1985 
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lected  for a 
























 to do 
that  here 







































'My ideas are 
more 
or less based on 
actual  experience. 
But 
after I absorb the 
experience, I can
 
transmute it and 

















 of Gill 
Industries


















Garman,  chair 
of











One  is here 




Reynolds'  in 
Florida. 
"We publicize for this position
 all 
over the nation 
and we get recom-
mendations from professional groups 
sail as the Writer's Guild," Garman 
said. "Anyone can 
apply.  We look for 
professional people of high national 
eminence and recognition. The top 
people are usually pretty obvious be-
cause of 
their  credentials. We had 19 
applicants 
this year, and James 
Houston was 
selected  as the top one." 
Houston is probably most 
widely 
known for "Farewell to 
Manzanar,"  
the book (1973) 
and TV film script 
(first aired as 
an NBC World Pre-
miere  Movie in 19761,  both of which 
he co-authored wih his wife, Jeanne 
Wakatsuki Houston.
 It's the true 
story of 
Jeanne  Wakatsuki Houston's 
family life during and after the 
World 
War
 II internment of Japanese 
Americans in Southern California. 
This script won the 1976 Humanitas 
Prize, an annual award
 for the na-
tionally
 broadcast teleplay that 
most
 
fully communicates human 
values.  
Houston's  novel "Continental 
Drift"(1960)  was used by SJSU 
Eng-
lish Prof. 
Scott  Rice in his modern 
fiction class, along with a 
lecture
 by 
Houston.  The author 
completed the 
book with a grant
 he was awarded 
from the National
 Endowment of the 
Arts. 
"He's very interested in  
Califor-
nia 
and  the California experience."
 
Rice 
said. "He's an active regional 
writer  and he promotes 
regional writ-
ing."  
Born in San Francisco, and hav-
ing lived 
most of his life on the Pa-
cific
 Coast, Houston said that most of 
his books do stem 
geographically  
from this 
area.  Since 1962, he and his 
, 4RAVELINt 
ON A 


















,114-p .  _ 
ur 
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San Francisco, CA 9410 































 15 years. 
He 






















1967;  and the 
American 
Book 
Award,  1983. 
Houston has 
two career loves  
writing 
novels  and non-fiction 
books,  
and writing film scripts.
 He grad-
uated from SJSU in 1956
 with a bach-
elor's degree in 
drama,  and later re-
ceived 
a master's degree 
in 
American literature
 from Stanford. 
During
 his senior
 year at  
SJSU,  
he wrote
 the script 
for the college
 










 his alma 








 by adapting books 
into a script, as 
he
 did with his "Fare-
well to 
Manzanar."  It's a challenge, 
he said, because there's
 a whole dif-
ferent
 type of audience  an audi-
ence that has to 
be captured in the 






He's had over 10 books published 
since
 his first one in 1968, "Between 
Battles" 
(an autobiography of his ex-
periences
 in the U.S. Air Force), and 
has written 
features  and book re-
views
 for local and national
 publica-
tions. His most 
recent  published book 
is 
called "One Can Think About 
Life 
After the Fish 
Is In the Canoe" 
(1965), which is 
a Capra Press Back -
to-Back that matches with his 
wife's  
"Beyond 
Manzanar: Views of Asian -
American Womanhood." 
His upcoming
 novel, ready for 
publication in September, is "Love 
Life." 




"Barrio"  for Henry 
Jaffe
 Productions and "The Melting 
Pot" for 
David  Obst and Paramount 
Pictures, 
both




 division classes 
that the 
Gill
 Chair will be teaching 
are "Radio, 
TV
 and Film Writing," 
"Writing the TV 
Documentary,"  and 




where  he gets the 
ideas for his books 
and scripts, Hous-
ton gives
 a prompt reply 
that  sounds 
as well thought 
out  as one of the typed 
paragraphs in his books. 
"My 




 he said. "But 
after I absorb
 the experience, 
I can 
transmute it and 
release
 it in another 
form. 
"The personality is 
such  a com-
plex mechanism  there are a lot of 
voices inside each 
of us," Houston 
said. "Relatives who have died or 
people 
who  have influenced us  
they 
all live inside of us. 
"Part  of the





















By Tyrone S. van Hoodydonk 
Daily staff writer
 




 Tower Hall is now open




AmGng the items on display
 are photographs 
and paictings 
showing




and  original architectural
 drawings of the 
Tower.  
On Aug. 23,1910 then
 SJSU President Morris 
Dailey and 
staff accepted the 
completed  Tower 
four years after 




Unlike other buildings 
on
 campus, the style 
of 




 the Moorish, Gothic, 
Spanish,  Ren-
naissance and
 mission schools," according to 
a 
1910 edition of the San 
Jose
 Mercury. 
In her Aug. 21 general 
faculty
 address, SJSU 
President Gail
 Fullerton said that "in 
a state 
where  instant campuses,
 like tilt -up ware-
houses, have 



















































anywhere, the Mercury 

















condemned  in 
1963. 




















The Toy/et' and the auditorium were ultima-
tely reinforced to 
meet
 the earthquake codes. 


















there  is nothing 
to invite 















 By a 
narrow 
vote of 4-3,
 the Los 
Angeles 
School  Board




companies  ei 
ther 








The board also asked the Los 
An-
geles Unified 
School District staff to 




such  companies as soon as possi-
ble. 
The actions Monday 
were a pro-
test of apartheid,
 South Africa's pol-
icy of racial 
segregation.  An esti-
mated 620 people have
 been left dead 
in South 






 said to their 
knowledge,
 only one such company 
holds a contract with the district, 
Solar Glass USA of North Hollywood. 
Louis Davis, the district's purchasing 











 Idaho (AP)  
Robert "Evel" 
Knievel,
 the Montana 
daredevil
 who tried to 
jump  his "sky -
cycle" 
across mile -wide Snake River 
 
Canyon 11 years 
ago, will return to 



































































Bridge  to 
point  out the
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  Assembly 
Speaker  Willie 
Brown
 denounced the Rev. 
Jerry  Falwell at an anti-apart-
heid rally, 
saying  the Moral 





 to hell." 
At a rally at 
Union  Square on Sunday.
 Brown told 
about 200 
people
 that "from a 
religious point of 
view, 
there is 
nothing  else to be 
said." 
Falwell, 




and called for 
increased  U.S. investment
 in that country, 
was the focus
 of much wrath 
during the 212
-hour  rally. 
"It is a sin and 
an abomination 
for  him (Falwell) to 
come back
 and ask us to buy
 a krugerrand," 
said the Rev. 
Amos Brown
 of the Third 
Baptist  Church. 
"Falwell is sup
-
porting South Africa and he is showing what he is, and 
that is a racist and a bigot." 
Brown asked 
the crowd to express its displeasure 
with the University of California Board of Regents,
 which 
in June voted not to withdraw
 university funds from busi-
nesses operating
 in South Africa. 
If
 the regents do not 




will heed to economic
 concerns, said 
Brown, who 








view  of 
escalating
 violence














goods  and services
 in this 
country  that we 
don't have to do 
busi-
ness
 with companies 
based in that 
country,"
 said board 
president  Rita 
Walters, 
who  sponsored the 
motion. 
While all school
 board members 
said  they opposed 
apartheid, some 
feared  the motion might
 violate state 
law. 
Alan 
McKittrick, a school district 
lawyer,  said contracts 
must be 
awarded
 to the lowest bidder unless 
that bidder violates 
state  laws, such 
as the
 minimum wage, or because it 
is financially weak.
 
The board is also 
considering a 
divestment  motion 
that
 would ask 
county
 officials to 
separate  about 
$200,e00 in school district
 money from 
the various 










business  with 
South Africa.
 
Bank of the West will have 
representatives
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responsibilities  will 
be consolidated, 
she said, adding that 
in the past 
there were problems of 















Through  this 
reorganization,  
service groups 

















































High school and community col-
lege advisory boards 
were  also cre-
ated over the 
summer
 The high 
school board
 is designed to increase
 
student enrollment and to meet 
the  
needs  of students in 
local schools. 
The goal of 
the community college 
board is to increase the rate of 
trans-
fer students to 
SJSU.  The purpose of 
the two 
boards  is to increase commu-
nication between all segments of the 
university, 
review
 policies and proce-
dures 
and to suggest ways the univer-
sity might better serve schools rep-
resented 
on
 the boards. 
The creation of the advisory 
board brought about the first across-
the-board
 training meeting. People 
who were 
selected  for these boards 
were required to attend a five-day 
training session for a total of 24 
hours. The purpose of the training
 
session was 
to acquaint the profes-
sional and student staff with the aca-
demic and 
student
 services available 






By Denver Lewellen 
Daily staff 
writer  
SJSU is looking for
 a librarian. 
With the departure of Maureen 
Pastine, who 
went on to a librarian 
position at Washington State 
Univer-
sity at Pullman, the University Li-
brarian's desk is only being 
tempo-
rarily occupied. 
Pastine held the 
position
 for five 
Years.
 
It will be a 
nationwide
 search to 
find the 
right replacement.
 So far no 
ad has 
been
 placed, according to 
Clark Library office























announcement will be 
made through nationwide 
academic  
journals such as College and Re-
search magazine and it will also hit 
large newspapers such as the San 
Francisco Chronicle. 
"The large committee
 that will 
select from the
 finalists." says Whit
-
latch,




Senate.  It will consist 
of about
 10 to 13 people." 
Once
 the decision is made,
 proba-
bly in the Spring of 
'86, Whitlatch an-
ticipates about
 another three 
months
 
for the new librarian 
to actually ar-
rive at SJSU. 
"By the time all this is 
done,  I ex-
pect to have been in this position for 
about a year," Whitlatch says. "For 
now, this is fine. I consider
 the fact 
that they chose me to do this a com-
pliment." 
Whitlatch will 
return  to her posi-
tion as 
assistant director
 of the ac-
cess division 













  A study 
of 95 
housewives found 
those  with 
hard -driven 
personalities  feel the 
same stress, fear and dissatisfaction 
as 
earlier  studies found among men 
and career women with the so-called 
Type A personality. 
"Type  A housewives 
are
 very 
much  like Type A 
employed  women 
and Type A 









 less satisfying mari-
tal
 relationships and they report
 
more health problems" than 
more
 
easy-going, or Type B, women, Hous-





Type A people are defined as 
those who 
are  more hard -driven, ag-
gressive, impatient and who feel 
greater time urgency and hosiihi 
than the more easy-going Type B 
per-
sonalities. 
Since the 1950s, various 
research-
ers and studies have
 suggested Type 
A people are 
more  prone to heart 
dis-
ease than Type 
B people, although a 
series of 






 Type A homemak-
ers 
probably have the 
same  elevated 
risk of heart
 disease as he 
believes  is 
seen among 
aggressive,  competitive 
men and women 





divide the 95 
middle-class  
housewives 
according to whether 
they were Type A 
or Type B. About 
60
 
percent were Type 
A, although he 
said 




percentage  applied 
to all 
homemakers.  
Houston gave the women a bat-
tery 
of psychological tests and found 
that compared with 
the  easy-going 
housewives, the 
Type  A homemakers 
found
 their housework more taxing, 
reported less satisfaction in their 
marriages and felt more stress and 
tension. 
Houston said the traits found 
among the Type
 A housewives  es-
pecially the tendency to find work 
taxing and to have less marriage sat-
isfaction  are 
the same traits other 
studies found among men and career
 




 Type A homemaker 
"felt unappreciated
 for the things she 
did" and felt her skills 
were
 underuti-
lized, Houston said. "...Perhaps
 feel-
ing 
frustrated  and unrewarded led to 
some abrasion in the  marital 
relationship." 






LOS ANGELES (AP)  Many 




paranoia,  depression and aliena-
tion once 
they enter law school, says 
a study that
 suggests psychological 
distress may





"In order lo be a good 
adversary,  
you might need to be suspicious 
of ev-
erybody or obsessively hardworking 
or very anxious and hyped. We don't 
know, but it's a possibility," lawyer. 
psychologistAndrew
 Benjamin, ol 
the University of Washington Medi-
cal School in Seattle, said Monday. 
Benjamin said he was 
worried
 by 
his study's findings because
 "we 
know
 our culture is suing more. We 
need to turn away from 
the adversa-
rial process in many types of (legal 
actions and
 instead turn to 
negotia-
tion and mediation. 
"What chance
 is there to do that 
if a large 
minority
 of our 
practicing
 














to fail the NTE? 
Not if you want a career in 
teaching. Prepare with Stanley 




 "live" classes, 
tapes  for extra review and the 


































the sky is falling or they (lawyers)
 
are all psychopaths," Benjamin said. 
The study
 was presented 
at the 















 of the 
University  of 
Arizona









ter  at San 
Antonio. 
They
 administered a 
battery  of 
psychological tests to 
706 University 
of Arizona pre -law students, first -and 
third -year law 
students and alumni 
who
 had practiced law for two years, 
and kept track of 
changes
 in test re-
sults over time.
 The study said the 
school is 
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 has been 
added  to 
the Associated
 Students 
Board  of Directors 
roster 
Jim Cellini, 





 advise the 
A.S.  Board and 
coordinate 
student 
clubs  and 

















I'm  ready to 
meet the 
students  and 
get  started." 
The
 new adviser





















cluded  being 
adviser to 



















the position of A.S adviser was rn.  
tated amongst different staff 
members,"  Cellini said. 
"It was felt 
things  would work out better with one 
per-
son 
over  a long period of time." 
Cellini plans on making this 
semester's  A.S. Board 
meetings a 
"cooperative  effort " That is, each partici-
pating member will have equal
 input in matters 
"I'd 




Cellini. "1 don't 
want  to sway the members' opinions in 
any way. I just want to give input on how loge! things 
done." 
Plans to create a leadership training program im-
plemented by Cellini are currently in the works 
"The 
program
 will be geared




 and A.S. Board
 members," 
Cellini  said. "It 




he will learn 
much  from the
 new posi-
tion, especially
 since it is 
at such an 






 "I may learn
 more 
than the 








SAN FRANCISCO IA131 - Inte-
rior Secretary 
Donald  Hodel said yes-
terday  he would 
exclude the Monte-
rey Bay and the Cordell Bank from 
oil and 
gas exploration because of 
opinions expressed in a series of town 
hall meetings. 
Hodel, who has been holding the 
public  hearings to 



















 and U.S. cham-
bers of 






You gotta help me. Doc... 
I've always been self -conscious 
of 
this





(went news conference. 
"I expect, when we get back to 
Washington, both sides will have a 
shopping list of things
 they'd like to 
do to the preliminary agreement," he 
said, noting his own list would include 
finding tracts with more potential for 
developing oil and gas reserves. 
"Perhaps
 we can change some of 
the tracts 
and improve the 
resource 
side 
of the ledger," 
he
 said. "I have 
asked the staff
 for guidance on which
 
tracts 
would be most 
useful




































Bank,  an underwater 
ridge near
 the Farallones,
 and the 
Monterey Bay
 area were added
 to 





 he said. He 
said no final
 decisions will 
be made 
until after he 














 "I'm not 
willing to sacrifice 
the  national secu-



















































Ry Rob (ibbany  
Daily 
staff writer 
The 1964 SJSU football 
team led the PCAA in 
team  
defense en route
 to a 6-5 season, its
 seventh winning 
sea-
son  in the last eight
 years. Head coach
 Claude Gilbert 
expects
 defense to be 
a strong point again
 this year. 
"I feel we will be quite 
solid  defensively," he said. 
"We've become 
stronger  physically in our
 defensive 
Football  
line and that's very 
encouraging.  I also feel we 
should  
be solid in the 
secondary."  
While the 
defensive line has 
talent,  line coach Mike 
Pompa
 is concerned about 
several  nagging injuries. 
In-
jured players 
include right tackle Wayne Woodard
 (6 -
foot -4, 
250 -pounds, Jr.), who led 
interior linemen in 
tackles last year: 
left  tackle Edwin Bird (6-3, 
256, Sr.); 
and end 
Danny Clark 16-2, 237, 




 year. Nose guard 
Mark  Dean 16-1, 
255, Jr. l, whom Pompa 




Although all three are 
expected  to be ready for 
Sat-
urday's season
-opener  against California,
 Pompa is 
very confident that the 
backups  can do the job if nec-
essary. 
"Mace 
Goulsby (6-1, 279, Jr.) is backing 
up both 
tackles and doing a 
very  job in practice," Pompa 
said.  
"If we needed to put him in 




 backups include Robert 
Cavaretta 
(5-10, 221, Sr.) and 
Teddy Taylor 16-1, 276, Jr.) at nose
 
guard and Chris Cross 16-0, 234, Sr.) at 
tackle.  
The defensive 
secondary  also will be strong this 
year, 
according to assistant coach Bill 
Petrill.  "We've 
traditionally been strong in 
defensive
 backs and should 
be again this 
year,"  he said. 
Although Petrill describes
 the secondary as "expe-
rienced,"
 K.C. Clark ( 5-10, 181, Jr.) and Larry Weldon 
(6-1, 188, 
Jr.)
 will both be 
at
 new positions this year. 
Clark, a 
two-year  starter at left 
cornerback
 and the 
team leader in 
unassisted  tackles last year with 38,
 has 
moved
 to strong safety to 
"make  better use of his 
skills," 
Petrill  said. 
"K.C. is a very 




 he said. "Al cornerback,
 he couldn't get to 
as many spots 
on
 the field as he can at 
strong  safety." 
Weldon, a reserve
 cornerback and 
special
 teams 
player the last two 
years,  has shifted to free
 safety. 
"This will allow us Intake
 advantage of his 
physical  at-
tributes," Petrill said. 






will be Marcus 
McDade  
( 5-11, 177, Sr.) and 
Stacy Gilcrest )5-I0,
 181, Sr.). Mc-
Dade
 will fill Clark's old 
position  at left corner, while 
Gilcrest will return
 to right corner, 
where  he played 
early
 last year before being 
sidelined
 with a hamstring 
pull. 
Ken 




 makes a hit 
at
 a recent practice.
 
The final result of the personnel shifts in the second-
ary will be an 
improved,  more aggresive attack, 
according to Petrill. 
"The
 difference between this year's team and last 
year's is that this year 
we have faster, better athletes," 
he said. "Physically, they're a tough group of young
 
men who
 work very well together." 
Gilbert summed up 
the changes by saying, "We 
want the best guys who can play. Then we find the best 
position for them. We 
want people who can cover. 
That's a priority whether 
he's
 a safety or a corner." 
The linebacking corps will feature junior college
 
transfers 




College) and Dan 
Cheadle
 (6-4, 224, Jr., Foothill Col-
lege). Also in contention for a starting spot are Jim Hol-
linger (6-0, 210, Sr.), who started last year. Tim Purvis 
(6-1, 240, Sr.) and Sean Logan (6-0, 232, Jr.). 
"The  linebackers have been banged 
up," said de-
fensive coordinator
 John Godden. "They're not totally 
settled in, but things are 
starting
 to solidify." 




Sr.)  returns as punter.
 Laughlin. who has 
made  a 
"dramatic improvement"
 over last year,
 according to 
Gilbert,
 averaged 40.1 yards in 1984, fifth best in 
the 
PCAA and best by a 



















be rated No. 



















"With the late start we've 
got,  you 













































 7 for 
television.  
History
 also says Switzer




 poll in 1950, only 
six teams
 ranked 
No. 1 at 
the start 
have






























1. "They ought to 







Oklahoma received 23 of 60 
first -place votes and 1,090 
of a 
possible  1,200













13 first -place votes 
and  1,027
 points in 
balloting 
results announced
 Saturday night. 
The late start means
 Oklahoma 
will  be 
able
 to forego 
two-a -day drills, 
something Switzer said will be a plus. 
"The  players are fresher and you get more 
out of the 
practices," he said. "Two-a -days are a 
tremendous  strain 
on the athletes." 






"I'm concerned about two games: Minnesota and 
Kansas State," he said. "I've said those two teams will 
have more of an 
advantage on us than Texas. When we 
play Texas it'll be their third game 
and  our third game. 
"But when we play Minnesota it'll be our first 
game
 
and their third. They're liable to be 2-0 when they play us. 
Kansas State will have played four games. They might be 
3-1 or 4-0
 by the time we play them." 
Oklahoma
 is expected




starters  back 




first  in the 
nation  against 
the  rush and 












Troy Aikman, a 6 -foot -3, 215-pound sophomore, is the 
Sooners' starting 
quarterback. Switzer says Aikman has 
the
 best arm ever at Oklahoma, but 
although
 Aikman had 
an outstanding 
spring  passing the ball, he is virtually un-
tested running the 
wishbone
 in a game situation. 
His only 








won  in 
an upset, 28-11. It's a game















By Anne Spandau 
Deity staff Writer 
After experiencing success one 
year 
ago  as an assistant 
coach
 of the 
women's 
Olympic
 volleyball team, 
John  Corbelli is again 
ready  to expe-
rience success. 
Corbelli came in as 
assistant  














Corbelli, 29, has some impressive 
experience behind him. He 
has  
played and coached 
with  the national 
team, and 
from  this experience, he) 
has high hopes
 for SJSU's team. 
Last year, the women's volley-
ball team 
finished No. 4 in the nation. 
Corbelli, as well as head coach Dick 
Montgomery, hopes 
for an even bet-
ter finish this year. 
In fact,
 Corbelli is afraid his ex-
pectations  are too high. "The 
team 
players  need to 
adjust
 their sights 
higher, and I 
may  have to set my 








Part or full time 
Flexible
 hours and days 
Must be at least 18. 
Must




 to work 
weekends.  
Up to 7.00 
an
 hour to striii 
plus 
mileage 
and  tips 
Cash each
 night. 






510S. 10th St. 
2648 
Alum Rock 


















Si St  assistant coa 
ch
 
ings. "John has high expectations 
Mine 
may not be high 
enough,"  he 
stated. 
One way Corbelli
 has helped to 
make his 
expectations  a reality
 is to 
bring  in some 
members
 of the wom-
en's 
Olympic


















Weishoff  have 
helped Montgomery
 and Corbelli by 
working out with the





Green  held a volleyball
 camp at 











 said. He 
also















this semester and will work with the 
volleyball team
 in an advisory role. 
Corbelli attended UC-Santa Bar-
bara, where he was a member of the 
men's volleyball team until 1978. He 
received a 
B.A.
 in economics from 
UC-Santa 
Barbara in 1980. 
From 1978 to 1979, he was a mem-
ber of the men's national team. After 
that, he worked as an assistant coach 
at 
UC-Santa Barbara, then at the 
University of Nebraska, also as an 
assistant coach. For the past two and
 
one-half years, he had 
worked with 
the women's Olympic 
team.  
Corbelli is very happy to be at 
SJSU. "This is what I like doing
 
most, coaching college volleyball," 
he said. He wants to help the Spar-
tans be better players, but he also re-
alizes he can't expect the same from 
them as national
 players. 
So far, he and Montgomery have 
worked well together. Corbelli said 
























































who  just 
want
 to work 
volleyball 
all the time 






There will be 
a meeting at 
2 p.m. 
Wednesday




out  for SJSU's 
new intercol-
legiate  softball











 call the 
women's  
athletic  office 
at 277-3141. 
Niners  waive 
Rickey
 Moore 
REDWOOD CITY, Calif. (AP) 
- Fullback 
Rickey  Moore, the 
San Francisco 49ers' third -round 
draft pick, was waived on Tues-
day.  
At a news 
conference,  coach 
Bill Walsh explained that releas-
ing Moore was "a difficult deci-
sion, but one of those decisions 
that had to be 
made."  
Walsh also said that a back in-
jury would keep quarterback Joe 
Montana out of this Friday's exhi-
bition game against the Seattle 
Seahawks, but that he would be 
ready when the season opens in 
Minnesota 
on
 Sept. 8. 
In addition to Moore, the 49ers
 
also
 dropped defensive back John 
Berry, Idaho
 State; linebacker 
Carl Keever, Boise 
State; line-
backer Jeff Metter, 
Eastern  
Washington;
 offensive tackle 
Byron Nelson, 
Arizona; tight end 























Bank,  we know
 how 
crucial
 it is 
to 
get  your money
 quickly 
That's  why we 
do 
everything  we can












 In most 
cases  you'll 
have
 your 
money  in one 
week.  
For 
more  information 
about how you 
can 
qualify
 br a student 
loan,  see your 
financial  aid 
counselor today. And then,




 loan application to: 
Crocker Student 
Loans, PO. Box 
38021,  San Francisco,
 California 
94138. Or if you













































































































































to be pushed 
back. 














































danger  on 
campus
 is being 
reviewed




campus  became 
evident 
last 



















 in lieu of 
posting 
$100,000  
bail,  five months 
after 
weapons  and 











 dean of Humanities and the
 
Arts and Linda 
Miller  of the nursing 
department died
 this month. Wood-
ward died
 of cancer on 
Aug. 21. 
Miller died after a sudden 















 of the 
























bert  said 
he
 is confident







 will fuel 
a winning ef-
fort. 





one of the 





and  Gilbert said 
starting 
quarterback































   





















Mezzetta  at 
736-2282.  
   
The India Students 
Association  
will




























tact Satish Sathe at 258-4485. 
   
The  SJSU Career Planning and 
Placement will 
hold
 a seminar at 7 to-
night in Sci 164. For 
more  informa-
tion, call 
Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272. 
   
The SJSU Theater 
Arts Depart-
ment will put on Sam 
Shepard's 
"True West" tonight
 at 8 in the studio 
theater 
at




information,  call 
Melanie Giese at 277-3190. 
   
The 
SJSU women's gymnastics 
team 
tryouts will take
 place today 
from 1:45 to 
5:00  p.m. Final team 
cuts are 
scheduled  for 




   
The 
SJSU Democrats will hold 
their 
introductory  meeting 
at 1 p.m. to-





 call John 
Hjelt at 















STANFORD I AP I - A 1988 
space shuttle flight will use a 12 -mile 
copper tether to tow a tiny
 satellite 
through the ionosphere in an experi-
ment scientists hope will provide 
new 
understanding of charged 
gases.  
The gases, rare in the Earth's at-
mosphere, are believed to be the 
most common matter in the universe. 
Stanford 
University  scientists de-
signing
 the tether project hope it will 
collect valuable information about 
the structure and 
behavior
 of the 
charged 

















 calls for 
the shuttle
 to drag a small 
satellite 
around the earth
 at 17,000 miles 
an 
hour 
on the half -inch 
wide  tether. 
Although the
 first of three 
ap-
proved projects will
 involve the shut-
tle, tether and
 satellite being 
ex-
tended for 12 miles, 
the  tether can be 
let loose for a 
distance  of 60 miles. 
Scientists
 will study 
the  impact 
on 
the charged gas 
particles, which 
form a dense 





 by such a large
 structure with 
a satellite in tow. 
So 
far,  cold 




























volts  of energy 
between the 
shuttle's cargo




 to drive very 
large 
currents 
over  a huge 
region  and to 
use the ionosphere
 as a large
 labo-











 and large 
distances."  




 our atmosphere," he 
added. "What we don't
 understand is 
how 
it is propagated in and how it 
fluctuates  
Escargot












 Calif. ( AP) - 
To
 say business is 
slow at 
Enfant Riant
 Escargot of 
California  is putting
 it mildly. It 
truly 







 is on 
the move,
 and owners 
Mike Beyries 




palates  will grow 
sophisticated 





through  two 
greenhouses  in 







 in 26 states.
 The snails 
are  packed 



















































 a sense 
of humor
 to be 
in the 
snail business," Beyries said. His background as a profes-
sional stand-up comic on the club circuit in Los Angeles 





















































 and Brash 
normally work
 with only one 
other  employee, 
they
 hire as many 
as 30 part-time 
work-
ers during 
cooking  week 
once
 a month, 




picked out of 







 come with 
flavoring,  
Beyries
 said most chefs
 prefer the 
pure
 version so they
 
don't
 have to work to 
overcome  another 
flavor.
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LOS ANGELES (API - Despite 
national attention and
 controversy, 
the city's landmark 
ordinance  ban-
ning discrimination against 
AIDS
 
victims triggered few complaints 
during the law's first week
 on the 
books. 
The number of complaints didn't 




 feel the ordi-
nance was designed to educate rather 
than punish. 
"We don't 
anticipate a huge pro-
gram" for enforcing the 
ordinance,  
said Heather Dalmont, an aide to 
Councilman Joel Wachi. 
 "But if you're dying 
of AIDS and 
you'rethrown out of your house ... the  
mechanism is in 
place to take care of 
that," she said. 
Of the 1,200 
reported  cases of 
AIDS in the county, 
about  half of the 
victims have died. 











Two complaints received 
through the AIDS hotline last 
week  
centered on employment. 
The complaints were referred for 
investigation to the state Fair Em-
ployment Practices Commission, 
which already is charged with hand-
ling job discrimination complaints. 
A few more complaints were 
called into the city's Rent Stabiliza-
tion 
Program, which deals with hous-
ing discrimination claims, and to the 
city 
attorney's office, whick is 
charged with enforcing the law. 
Housing 
discrimination  corn -
plaints, which routinely have been 
handled by the program, will con-
tinue to be investigated by that 
agency, program director Barbara 
Zeidman
 said. 
AIDS is a disease that cripples 
the body's 
immune  system, leaving 
the victim vulnerable to infections 
and other diseases, including can-
cers. 
It is most likely to strike homo-
sexuals, 
abusers  of injectable drugs 
and hemophiliacs. It can apparently 
be spread by 
sexual  contact, contam-
inated needles and blood transfu-
sions, but not by casual contact. 
As of  Aug 22, 1985, AIDS had 
struck 12,599 people 
in the United 
States and claimed 6,338 lives since 
1979. The Centers for Disease 
Control
 
in Atlanta began keeping track on 






Students  who 
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'weekends,part  time.ternpo 
retry  or only during the holidays 
Call us 
today  Int information All 
nig. end nal levels Best 
Tempo  
racy  Services. 984 1340 
RUN YOUR 
OWN BUSINESS. USA 
TODAY. 
The  nation's newspeper 
needs a 
campus
 rep to troll end de 
liver USA 
TODAY  subitcriptiom on 
campus Job requires
 'ens ability 
and willingnees to ern,1 early 
morning hours M 
F 
Build sale5  end 





STUDENT JOBS IN 
THE  STUDENT 
UNION, Audio 
Visual An Gellery 
Game. Area Int ormetion Center 
Moen 
Room Maintenance  Please 
apply in the DIRECTOR'S 
OFFICE
 
ON THE UPPER LE 
VEI OF THE 
Student Union 
STUDENT JOB OPENINGS anticipated 
in Co Recrentinn es Gym Weight 
Room Attendant ar Lifeguard 
Apply by 8/30 In Leisure 
Services  
ye. to Pub. 277 2858 
HOUSING 




den ept ecross street trm SJSU 
Only 11525mo Shown by spin 




convenient  2 
bdrin /26e unfurnished apt Greet 
for up to 4 
people only 1 
blk from
 
SJSU $750 ino cell 292 5452 
P. leave menage 




non smokr 3 hdrrvi apt 
nr SJCC 1.255 mo  util Marian 
295 1499
 aft 10pin 
$425  FURS STUDIO or unfurn 2 
miles 
from compus eacurity bldg 
one person only Call 288 6647 
SERVICES 
(CAN HELP YOU if you need halo keep 
mg  budget I can set up s budget 
tor you & keep track of expend, 
tures 
balance  dwell books IS 
other 
finencoil  services For more 
information
 call Alen at 279 
8352 






low monthly payments No driver 
is refused Cell Men Chaprnen for 
 quota 
over the phone
 khr phone 
number 1.1408) 249 1301 
PRINT IT RIGHT 
for only 25Crpage 
Well pont your text files 
woh the 
five letter quality of the HP laser 
tet We can 
reed your diskette lex 
cep, Apple) Call 292 5452 
to 
more  info 
STRESS  REDUCTION IL optimal 
lining
 
with  creative yoga Classes begin 
919/85 Rom 
certified yoga In 
structor 
occupational  thereon. 
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South  Si 
Cell
 916 7330 
7 
days,wk 
PROCESS IT WRIIE. Faculty and 
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 on accurate  
timely production of resumes re 
ports papers publication. menu 
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Enter  The Great
 AT&T Giveaway.




 a Sony Walkman  and a 
Swatch' Watch. Nothing to 
buy, 
no
 obligation to sign up for 
anything.
 Just fill out an 
entry form, and you 
can  win a great prize! 
Learn about the Great AT&T Long 
Distance  Service. 
You'll rind that there are 
no surprises; you can 
always
 call on AT&T for 
quality  service and 
guaranteed discounts. 
Check
 it out. After all, your local phone 
company 
may  have already asked you to 
choose a long distance service, or they 
will soon. And you may have to choose 
fast. So be prepared and be informed. 
And
 when it comes time to choose,
 







Date  Now 
through
 September 6 Time














one  entry per 
person.  
To be 
eligible  for the 
drawing,
 entries must be 




 by midnight 










 ask for a 
copy of the "Prizes 
and  no 
surprises-
 
brochure  at the
 AT&T Table. 
